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TheTemple

'Sickness is not only 'In body, but in that part
used to be call: soul.'

MALCOLM LOWRY

THE DRONING BEGINS before dawn, rising and
falling, reminiscent of Gregorian chant, but
more dynamic, driven through stone by the
insistent gongs and cymbals at the temple. And
out of the east from the ships come - their
magnitude increasing with miraculous rapidity
over the stilldark water - come the screeching
drones instantly gone above her twisted head
and the heavy trees. They are gone on - like
sadistic thoughts working their vengeance in the
unconscious - on a " seek and destroy" mission.
But the girl who was called The Sweetness Of
Honey Flowers (she also had a Christian name
which was not as pretty) lies face-down in the
muddy water awaiting the lightness and immacu
late openness she will experience as the first
stage of her journey.

These soldiers have relieved her of her
burden; the forty pounds of dynamite bound
about her lithe, eighty-eight pound body beneath
garments that seemed made of butterflies. As
one soldier ejects the smoking cartridge with a
flip motion of his wrist, another makes an
obscene suggestion concerning its ultimate dis
posal, but a non-corn with an ugly snarl jerks
his head, and they follow him back toward the
airfield, oblivious to the never ceasing droning
of the temple, rising and falling like a river
always moving like life moving on to the Sea of
Death.

AS HE GRIMLY listened to the report Lt. O'Tool
fought the continually recurring conviction that
the Rebels were fighting for something worth
while and that the Government Forces and his
own Nation which controlled them, were not.
This conviction had been taunting him from the
faces of the dead for weeks, so that he could no
longer drive it away by refusing to think, or by
double thinking, though he still tried: "driven
to death like cattle by ruthless enemies of free
dom . . . ignorant dupes of an international
cancer . . . Shit!" Their faces hovered around
him, laughing, singing. "That God awful, never
ending droning," he thought. "Duty, Honour,
Country . . . now reduced to the first. Duty. If
only it could be blind. Doesn't he See, Hear,
Smell, Think? . . . none of us are being paid
for that ... perhaps he doesn't then." But the
sergeant's face was drawn, the words tight
lipped as Lt. O'Tool listened.

"Reporting for work in the laundry
suspicious bulge . . . enough to blow us all to
hell . . . summary execution by Government
Forces, Sir ... well it's a rough area, Sir."

"Why do you think they do it, Hendricks?"
"-"
" ? "

A short story

terrorism I guess, and knock out some
of the aircraft, Sir."

"But \vhy should an eighteen-year-old
girl ... ?"

"I don't know, sir, they're just animals, we
wouldn't let a girl do that back home."

Now the sun was coming with the droning
through the window. Outside, the sun beating
on the barren area, reminded Lt. O'Tool of the
camps back home, treelesss too where he'd
wished for trees, almost to embrace one some
times to be rooted or to go back where he caIDe
from the pines and lakes sharp and cold . . . of
course there had been trees here but they'd been
burned black on account of the attacks on the
base so now only the charred stumps remained
twisting with obscene mirth like he'd seen one
of those priests or whatever they were only now
the Air Force was doing the job much better,
certainly more efficient, though perhaps some
loss of individual significance giving way to
mass-destruction but necessary keep up with the
times....

" Sir? .."
" There some kind of an S.O.P. on what they

do with the body?"
"I don't know,' Sir. Sh . . . it's just layin'

there kind of exposed."
" She have a family?"
" I suppose. I guess they'll have it in the files,

Sir."
" Well look it up and see if you can get their

liaison officer over here."
Family of animals. Dead family trees strewn

limbless, still burning once ·when he was sent
out with a Government platoon to "clean-up"
and this was all he would ever find, he knew it
then too, this enemy of shattered family, infants
suckling dead mothers and curiously he wondered
if they still gave milk. And the screaming and
wailing like the droning never stopping in his
ringing ears from the old broken down little red
school-house with a couple dozen kids trapped
in the 'burning debris so that somebody gave him
a medal for his burnt hands that had saved one
(for what?) but not the others.

And all of this was created and paid for by
the ·Government of His Own Nation. He him
self; shaped at The Academy to the tune of over
a quarter of a million thalers, fashioned to the
tune of Duty, Honour, Country, though now
even duty was becoming transparent and he
somehow felt he'd failed those expensive lessons.
. . . The little red school-house (they'd better
change that adjective, he thought), designed and
paid for by his Government 'Cof the people for
the people). . . . The planes that destroyed the
school-house, designed and built and given by
his Government to the Government it controlled.
. . . The pilots trained by men trained like him
self by his Government. . . .

"Why how huge and all-encompassing," he
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thought, " like GOD intangible though one tried
to remain faithful and in ignorance, but failed
and fell imperceptibly, endlessly, droning . . .
functioning in emptiness like a useless ratchet."

Lt. O'Tool looked slowly around the fiber
board room and half-muttered with disbelief,
"Good Lord, how come none of us found me
out before this! "

" Sir?" Hendricks had returned.
" Have you found them as I wished?"
" Yes, Sir. Family lives in Village 2, 'G'

Area, about a couple miles, and the liaison
officer says soon as they got a free detail they
got a pit behind the fuel dump says her
name \vas Honey Flower or some "

But Lt. O'Tool was past him and out in the
sunlight with an almost loping wavering stride.
He recovered himself before entering the low,
stifling Headquarters Building of the ·Govern
ment Detachment.

The interpreter was saying: "There is not
the necessity for feasibility according to her
traitorship and lack of heat by which our men
are often greeted in the villages, nor any to
spare of time ... the pit is appropriate to such.
. . . No, of course there would not be resistance
by our command of course . . . understanding a
gesture of decency towards the family ... simply
to point out, appreciative of the decency, but
that channels will inform them without senti
ment gestures . . . though under our strictest
control an area not empty of dangers . . .
although the Lieutenant is here to advise us we
would not advise the Lieutenant...."

The Government officer smiling behind dark
glasses, although his lips were set in a ~alm

attitude of indulgent consideration, and tapping
a dragon-headed swagger-stick against his boot
in time to the droning, really did not need an
interpreter, but it was his prerogative. However,
now as Lt. O'Tool \-vas gathering himself to
leave in gangling bemusement, he said,
"Honestly, there is nothing to be done. Our'
people have always been at war. You cannot
touch their suffering. Perhaps you would honour
me at the club for a drink this evening?"

" I would be much honoured. I will be back
in time."

" As you wish," said the Government officer.
Lt. O'Tool walked across the throbbing sun

light. There \vas no question of what he would
do. All his questions concerned " why" he was
doing it; for the officer was obviously right. Yet
he was dra\vn, more precisely "propelled" by
the suffering. It was everywhere like the force
of life itself; mysterious, fascinating, awful,
droning ... somehow compelling his participa
tion....

Again he thought, stunned by his thoughts,
"How did I ever get this far without being
spotted." For it seemed to him that the screams
and obscene laughter and irreverent sprawlings



and gore and above al~ the mad desire to let go
and dance wildly in the midst of it streamed
luminously from his body, visible to anyone.
"Yes, it is fortunate for me that they are all
blind. Perhaps this would never have happened
in the kind of war we were taught; the just war
and orderly lines plotted on maps, only . . ."
and he thought this for the first time for himself
though he'd heard it before, "only there never
was that kind of a war."

It was all like this, much greater, much
funnier, much more horribly unimaginable like
the time they'd gone in behind a "seek and
destroy" mission of planes from the carriers that
had hit these buildings in a small clearing. Sixty
or seventy inhuman beings with running sores,
noseless, earless, limbless, festering and now
shrieking in a burning dance -with blobs of
napalm on what remained of them. It had taken
all his will not to rush forward, to dance? to
stamp out the flames? he couldn't remember
which. And somebody, Hendricks? LeRoy?
beside him retching said, " God, what a fuck up.'.'
And that had set him to laughing uncontrollably
to see them leaping twisting cavorting. . . . Yes,
it was all like this: like firing a leper colony
with burning jelly ... so much more fascinating
than in dull histories and manuals.

And if he could not touch their suffering, if
he could not understand (what was there -tO~ .
understand?), still he could partake in a small
way of this which he'd helped to bring. "This
is life here and it won't elude me."

" Hendricks, have LeRoy pick up a sheet and
stretcher from the Medics and bring them down
in my jeep to the rice paddies."

" Sir?"
" You know where, don't you?"
" Yes, Sir."
" Meet me there. We're going to take her to

the village."
A couple farmers working seemingly oblivious

to what lay but fifty yards away. There was too
much death to note particular instances any
more.

"The Enemy The Sweetness of Honey
Flowers ... Nancy With The Laughing Face
... Blow Us All Sky High For Freedom...."

They placed her body on the stretcher, tucked
the sheet around it and fastened it crossways on
the back of the jeep.

LeRoy drove very slowly because the road
was pocked and scarred. Lt. O'Tool sat in the
back and was sometimes forced to steady her on
the bier when they lurched into an unavoidable
pothole. The Government guard at the gate
waved them through and they soon reached the
beginning of the damaged but still living trees.
She hardly seemed dead moving under the sheet
as if in provocative sleep.

It became darker. The trees leaned more
heavily ab-out them as they skirted the base of

the hill upon which the temple droned.
Occasional orchids and lilies burst out laughing
along their route . . . and monkeys or something
chattering hard to see.

" Gives me the creeps," said LeRoy.
" Ain't nothing to worry about. Government

Forces control this area," said Hendricks.
" Man, those cats don't control nothing. Not

even their assholes. Can't say I blame them,
with an officer behind ready to blast and their
cousins laying it down from the front, and their
number tattooed on their arms...."

"That's so they can't run away," ,aid Hen-
dricks.

" Yeah . . . don't have to do that with us.
We got nowhere to run . . . but I'm makin' as
many friends as I can."

" This here's the only friend going to help you
around these gooks here," Hendricks blustered
patting his carbine.

" Oh shit," muttered LeRoy. He nodded to a
peasant carrying a sack and some kind .of a hoe.
The farmer smiled. LeRoy smiled back. He
thought he remembered him from the spade bars
down by -the port, only he wasn't a peasant
then. He was a dock-worker. LeRoy smiled so
hard his whole face lit up.

" You know that man?" asked Lieutenant
O'Tool.

"No, Sir. Just makin' good international
relations, Sir ... they told us that coming over
on the ship, 'You are a representative of the
most powerful nation in the world ... you are
to conduct yourself amongst the natives with a
cheerful and respectful manner . . .'."

" Never mind the irony, LeRoy."
"First time I ever been a representative of

anything, Sir."
The drone and hum of temple, engine, and

transmission in low gear as they lurched, some
times sliding a little like a tractor opening the
wet, spring earth or the hearse that rainy day
bearing the Lieutenant's mother up the slippery
cemetery road ... dead from bearing his new
baby sister whom his father never forgave, but
he did because he was so big and grown-up at
seven.

The jungle closed in with its lilies or white
orchids, and somehow a cluster of them leapt
and entwined themselves between his long bony
fingers, pulled themselves loose ,from the grasp
of their mother and looked up tremulously into
his bewildered eyes. And when he laid them on
the sheet, sweat exploded over his body, and the
huge stone of panic plunged down the endless
darkness of his belly.

" Madness! Folly! what language? what
words? 'What can one say to Her '," he re
membered from? ... Stevens in The Oxford
Book...." "No 'man can be her lover...."
It helped him as he in some impossible manner
arrested the falling stone and held it, although
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it was the thought of the girl's mother which
had precipitated his panic. The Mother Of The
Sweetness Of....

They were ascending very slowly. He was
sure he would have turned back if this feeling
had hit him ten or fifteen minutes before, but
now they were in another world; somewhat
sparser with glimpses of the sea glittering
beautifully but for the dark blotches on her
breast. It seemed that the throbbing temple, not
the engine, was pulling them obliquely upward,
and that to turn back now was as insane as it
once was to begin. Yes, to continue through
one's own fear was ultimately sane. And the
Other?

Even LeRoy relaxed a little behind the wheel,
sinking back out of his hunch.

" See," said Hendricks, " there they are." On
a rise above the road -Government Troops em
placed behind a machine-gun. Sun glinting,
striking a sudden disappointment into the
Lieutenant's heart. But the temple rose grace
fully massive above the village they were now
approaching. .

When he found the house, if .there was a
house, would he precede LeRoy and Hendricks
to the porch? if there was a porch, to the door?
if there was a door, or would he first go to the
entrance alone? or to the mother? if there was
a mother, to the person? and announce, no, not
"Are you the widow Murphy?" ask, in what
language? ask? say? "It is my unfortunate
duty?" . . . or . . . "0 my ,God, I am heartily, "sorry....

The temple seemed louder, but it was only
closer, for it was imperturbable. No men, only
a knot of women stopped them in the road at
th~~yilI3ge.

." You have brought her." The Woman had
stepped out of the knot -which unraveled of itself
and fell like a white, discarded shoe-lace along
the road. The jeep followed her even step. She
had spoken -in the language of the country's
previous possessor - a language which Lt.
o'Tool had gratuitously elected at The
Academy and learned as thoroughly as he did
everything, though he had seldom used it except
for a few times, pompously, during too many
cocktails. The lace now followed behind, ser
pentine.

It was a tiny house, but with a porch and an
open door. The women formed an aisle along
the short ,walk. First Lt. O'Tool, and then
Hendricks and LeRoy, bearing the stretcher just
behind, walked with their eyes fixed upward on
The Woman, as if to avoid the burning coals
upon the narrow aisle.

According to the Lieutenant's signs LeRoy
and Hendricks lowered the stretcher, still bear
ing the white flowers, to the floor of the small
room, and turned back through the horseshoe of
hurning eyes that opened for them, and regained



bewildered, reddening, third eye appeared to
drunkenly record the ultimate vision he'd never,
really expected to see. An then he sank back;
perchance to dream.

Lt. O'Tool found himself comfortable; prop:
ped up against a tree and with a partial view:
of the temple as he looked up from the red,~

sticky mess of his hands on his chest. Cool like'
Indian summer at the lake place when they sat
on the screen-porch ... and Nancy would go in!~

to fix the hot broth they'd drink with vodka . . <;;

only the droning reminded him ... but even
they - The Beings of Obscene Laughter, The
Children of Burning Mirth, The Sweetness of:
Giggling Butterflies - seemed to be soberiqg:
up, becoming more respectful. . . ~

Although the peasant no longer had his sack
and his hoe, the Lieutenant recognised him as he '
came across the road. This was so amazingly
easy! He almost smiled. The peasant carried an
automatic just like his own, 'that still must be
around my chest somewhere.' And· that nearl}
made him laugh.

" You are bad wounded," said the peasant:
"We can't take no wounded."

Lt. O'Tool wanted to say, "It's all right.
Ifs so amazingly easy," but he found that he
couldn't speak, so he just nodded. He didn't see
or feel 'anything, though it seemed he heard a'
roar and some quiet droning in the darkness, but.
he might have been deceived.

LeRoy still sat in the jeep which had not
succeeded in climbing an amazed palmtree. He
sat up on the back of the seat with his hand~:'

carefully spaced on the windscreen and his'
head between his arms; as if in an attitude of
Moslem prayer ... Sweet Pussy having failal

" Man, why you over here fightin' the human~

and your cousins?" asked the peasant standin&
at the head of what now looked like a grim co~

operative farmers' delegation, except for theit.
-weapons which made them look rather like ~l:

hastily gathered posse as well. A coupl~ of
them were looking about murderously, appre";'~

hensively. _
" I ... I ain't fightin' no one. I just drive ~

jeep. I didn't have no choice ..." .
There was a warning rumble still high above~'

the blind curve.
"We ain't killing people if we can help ~t~>

I know you, LeRoy,and I hope you stay that
way." .

And after quickly securing the weapons, they
flowed easily into the jungle.

The droning from the top of the hill was
very. reassuring. LeRoy wondered if maybe he.
could join up. If not, at least get on permanent'!
K.P. Formentera~ August, 1965·

the rending
Of celestial breasts which fall across the

suns! '
She turned to the box from 'which she had

taken the photograph. For a moment he thought
she was going to show him more like his grand
mother used to do while telling stories and re
membrances as he sat respectful ~nd a little
bored. And he was prepared to look at every
photograph this woman had, and to say some
thing perceptive and original about each one, or
if he just could not, then to nod understanding
ly, to somehow express the concern of his love
... but no, she recovered herself. Almost smil
ing, almost that smile of control, trembling
slightly. She was not really very old.

, Maybe I am not worthy of the honour,' he
thought, 'but if you did, you would know I
could never betray such trust.'

"Useless, we begin to preach,'" she said.
" You have the blessing I would give to my
sons. And may someone be as kind to you as
you have been ..."

She held out her hand in the western fashion.
The room droned and spun.

"Thank you." He released her hand, and
nearly fell amongst the eyes at the bottom of
the steps.

LeRoy turned the jeep around and drove se
dately to the edge of the village. Then he
stomped on the accelerator like a bass-drum
pedal, plunging through the gears to the top.
The engine whining hysterically, double timing,
as if to elude the temple which appeared and
reappeared rising up ominously in the rear-view
mirror as they cat-eered past flashing glint and
glitter to blur of green and orchid.

" Jesus Christ, LeRoy!" shouted Hendricks,
" you want to kill us?"

But LeRoy remained hunched grimly over
the wheel, his stiff, throbbing leg welding his
foot to the floor. Lt. O'Tool rode silent, trans
fixed, his knuckles showing white on either side
of the carriage.

The bright chatter of light automatic fire
missed them as they yawed around a blind curve;
just as LeRoy had figured it would ... but the
hastily laid charge - which he'd prayed to
Sweet Pussy would not be there - exploded
twenty feet in front of them.

The jeep bucked and twisted, throwing Lt.
O'Tool out of the obscuring dust into the cool
green beside the road. A moment of dazed,
droning near-silence. Hendricks sat spraddled in
the center of the road. He gazed dumbly at his
carbine :a few feet away. He heard a sharp crack
and more chatter. He looked up with an aston
ished mouth, as high above it in his forehead, a
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their jeep with relief, leaving Lt. O'TooI behind.

The woman turned back the sheet, though
she knew there could be no mistake, and then
considerately replaced it again. She straightened
before the Lieutenant.

He didn't want to say it, because it was only
superficially and irrelevantly true. But the
burden was intolerable. He could no more
resist attempting to shift the weight than a man
carrying a heavy sack that is slipping will avoid
stopping against a wall or fence to hitch it back
into position on his shoulder ... even Christ on
the Way Though he knew she already knew
everything how naive to think she would
not, only a few miles away ... the farmer with
the sack ...

" It was not our men, Madame ... I . .. " he
faltered.

"No. You are a kind man. I know that ...
you did the one thing you could, like a Christ
ian, you could do no more."

" I ... " He glanced awkwardly at his distant
fingers wrestling with themselves. " ... hardly
a Christian..."

"But, yes. We too, our family are good
Christians, old ones ... she too," and as if to
allay his disbelief she thrust a photograph of a
little girl in First Communion dress before him.
Or did she do it out of bitterness to say it was
only Christians that did this to one another?
though this of course was not true.

He held it ... Sweetness Of ... Bitterness
Of:

, "For my first communion passed a long
time ago!

I can know no more of Your kisses:
But my heart and flesh embraced by Your

flesh goes
On seething with the rotten kisses of Jesus l ' "

Rimbaud he once carried about for seven months
enjoying the scorn of his peers who called him,
'Poet! '.

" Or was," the woman seemed to correct her
self. "They try to rely upon themselves, the
Young, so many believe they 'will make the world
better ... and always fail, as you too must ...
it is the necessity, tragedy of young lives. But
she was so beautiful. Even we, old and useless,
must put our hope in that, and so we fail too
... in this life ... she ... her fiance too died
horribly in their hands. But such hopes, such
beautiful children are not wasted even when we
are left alone ... I have ... "

, Adoni! ...-Beautiful men with Latin end
ings:

Watersilk skies greenly bathing brows of
crimson and dun,

Stains of pure blood from huge, snowy linens,
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